
Supervisor meeting #2  

 

Date 19th July 2017 

Time 1930 - 2100 

Mode & Venue Physical, SIS level 5, Room 5036 

Attendees Ryan, Timothy, Wen li, Xin Yi, Alicia 

Agenda - Explain to supervisor about the way we handle change 
management and update supervisor on change requests 

- Clarify doubts with supervisor about UAT 
- Seek possible ways of improvement for the project especially 

NLP 

Meeting 
minutes 

Comments from supervisor about our wiki page 

Risk : internship 

- Already have mitigation plan, not high risk anymore 

- Do not need a history of change, just update as we go along 

Update wik with minutes etc  

 

Change management 

Suggestion: integrate survey platforms with evBot for survey 

Multiple survey request 

● Why we do reject the changes? Too hard 

● Compromise: solely post event survey 

● Discussed on why pre survey is not needed -> registration is 

out of scope 

  

Meeting minutes should include the rejected requests from sponsors 

by us i.e. view survey responses etc 

**Reviewer and supervisor track how we interact with sponsors  

  

Internally, we need to track every change in functionality and schedule 

presentation —> show major changes  

  

UAT 

Internal testing: 

- Functionality based 

- System integration testing —> can complete the tasks??? 

- Give scenario 

- Freely explore the system 

  

User study(with sponsor): 

- How do they like the system, fulfil biz process interface, ease 

of use? 

- evaluate holistic aspect of system, both usability and 

functionality  



  

Focus (Recommended): 

- UAT 1: functionality (first) 

- UAT 2: usability  

- UAT 3: holistic (user study with sponsor) 

  

Questions will be different for each UAT. 

  

Target audience: 

- Holistic testing: real users (PSD) 

- Previous rounds, can use fake users esp. functionality 

(whether it works or not, give scenario) —> friends, family 

  

Size: 

- The more the better  

- Usually, CLT. ~30 —> significant stats 

  

Specific functionality —> does not need so many users as compared 

to complex interaction with system (this need more users) 

Currently straightforward, streamlined—> little variants, do not really 

need so many users 

  

Small scope  

Unit testing for free text, our goal should be whether it works for most 

cases. We can have more internal testing, can have lesser users to 

test 

  

Scope of UAT 

- can ask users to test all systems/app (does not really matter) 

- Impression of first application will affect impression of second 

application 

- Different users use different application first (vigorous testing) 

—> reduce biases 

  

Other comments by supervisor 

- Real user study would be good i.e. the August event  

- evBot should be of higher priority than Fabot as sponsor wants 

to use it at an event 

- Should have some UAT before mid-term presentation and 

show real statistics 

  

Question: Does dashboard testing need to be a face-to-face 

testing? 

- Answer: how are we going to track? If they find problems, how 

would they inform us? 

- Face to face might allow more specific feedback 

- Online survey feedback, not very actionable 



- Real users, remote testing is fine (after system has gone 

through a few UATs and is ready) 

- Alternative: release new functionalities to some users to test 

remotely how users respond to old and new app 

  

NLP Suggestion by Supervisor 

Wordnet 

Tokenization 

Stamping 

Synonym db 

Stamford NLP? 

https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/ 

Term(?) frequency 

Inverse doc frequency 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tf%E2%80%93idf 

  

NLTK 

http://www.nltk.org/ 

  

SKLearn 

http://scikit-learn.org/stable/ 

 

References 

Slides used for supervisor meeting #2 

To-do-list - Revisit our test plan for functional testing 

- Revisit and update our change management document 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 2100. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there 

are no amendments in the next day.  

 

Prepared by 

Tay Wen Li 

 

Vetted and edited by 

Alicia Tan 
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